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      SOW: We follow the STP Mathematics course in year 7, published by Oxford University Press. 



 

Unit Topic Learning Objectives Differentiated Learning Outcomes Week 
(5*45-
minute 
lessons) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Number Skills 

Working with decimal 
numbers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� Use place value to 
calculate the sum of 
two or more decimal 
numbers 

 
� Calculate the 

difference between 
numbers using the 
column method 

 
� Multiply an integer and 

decimal by a single or 
more digits 

 
� Use bus stop method 

to divide decimals 
without leaving 
remainders 

 
 

� Calculate the product 
of two decimals using 
the grid method 

 
� Solve  a range of real 

life problems using 
written multiplication 
method 

All students must: 
� be able to calculate the sum of two decimal numbers 

using the place value 
� be able to use the place value table to find the 

difference two decimals 
� be able to calculate the product of a two-digit unit 

integer 
� be able to divide an integer by a single digit 
� be able to calculate the product of a decimal and 

integer 
� be able to calculate the product of a decimal and 

integer 
� be able to round a number to the first decimal place 

Most students should: 
� be able to calculate the sum of two or more decimals 

using column method 
� be able to use the column method to calculate the 

difference between a decimal and integer 
� be able to calculate the product of a decimal and unit 

integer 
� be able to use the bus stop method to divide with 

decimals without leaving remainders 
� be able to calculate the product of two, two-digit 

decimal numbers 
� be able to calculate the product of two or more decimal 

numbers 
� be able to round a number to any given decimal place 

 

 
 1 & 2 
 
 



 
� Round a decimal to a 

given decimal place 
 
 
 
 

Some students could: 
� be able to use place value to calculate missing digits in 

a sum 
� be able to find the difference of negative decimals 
� be able to calculate the product of two decimal 

numbers 
� be able to use significant figures to approximate 

division 
� be able to calculate the square and cube of a decimal 

number 
� be able to check their solutions by rounding to one 

significant figure 
� be able to determine the upper and lower bound when 

a number has been rounded to a decimal place 
Working with fractions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� Use diagrams and 
written methods to 
find and simplify 
equivalent fractions 

� Use diagrams and 
written methods to 
convert between top 
heavy fractions and 
mixed numbers 

� Use a fraction wall and 
written method to 
compare the size of 
fractions 

� Calculate the sum of 
two or more fractions 
with common 
denominators 

� Calculate the 
difference and sum of 
fractions using 
common denominators 

� Use diagram and 
written methods to 
find a fraction of an 
amount  

All students must be able to: 
� use visual methods to calculate equivalent fractions 
� use diagrams to convert a mixed number to a top-

heavy fraction 
� use a fraction wall to compare the size of two fractions 
� calculate the sum of two fractions with a common 

denominator 
� calculate the difference between two fractions with the 

same denominator 
� use diagrams to find a unitary fraction of an amount 

Most students should be able to: 
� use written methods to find equivalent and simplified 

fractions 
� use written methods convert between mixed numbers 

and top-heavy fractions 
� use equivalent fractions to compare the sizes of 

fractions 
� be able to use visual methods to find the sum of two 

fractions with different denominators 
� use visual methods to find the difference between two 

fractions 
� use written methods to find a fraction of an amount 

 
Some students could be able to: 

� find equivalent algebraic fractions 
� convert between decimals, percentages, mixed 

numbers and top-heavy fractions 

 
3 & 4 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

� compare the sizes of fractions, decimals and 
percentages 

� use written methods to find the sum of two fractions 
with different denominators 

� use written methods to find the difference between 
fractions and mixed numbers 

� calculate the proportion when the amount is known 
 

Fractions, Decimals and 
Percentages 

� Use place value to 
write a decimal as a 
fraction or mixed 
number 

� Use the place value 
table to write a 
decimal as a 
percentage 

� Use the place value 
table to between 
fractions, decimals and 
percentages 

All students must be able to: 
� use the place value table to convert between a decimal 

and fraction over 10 or 100 
� use the place value table to write a fraction over 100 as 

a percentage 
� use the place value table to convert between fractions 

over 100, decimals and percentages 
Most students should be able to: 

� convert between fractions and decimals using the place 
value table 

� convert fractions with a denominator as a factor of 100 
to a percentage 

� use the place value table to convert between fractions 
over a factor of 100, decimals and percentages 

Some students could be able to: 
� convert between fractions and mixed numbers and 

decimals using written methods 
� convert between fractions, mixed numbers and 

percentages 
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Shape 

Angle Properties � Measure an Acute, 
Obtuse, Reflex angle 
and understand its 
type 

� Calculate the missing 
angles on a straight 
line and identify 
vertically opposite 
angles 

� Understand the sum of 
angles about a point is 
3600 and use this 
property to calculate 
missing angles 

� Understand the sum of 
angles in a 
quadrilateral is 360 
degrees   and apply this 
to calculate angles 

� Identify and construct 
triangles using 
compasses and 
protractors 
 

All students must be able to: 
� measure and draw an acute and obtuse angle to within 

2° 
� know the sum of the angles on a straight line is 180° 
� identify and calculate vertically opposite angles 
� calculate a missing angle in a scalene quadrilateral 

 
Most students should be able to: 

� measure and draw an acute, obtuse and reflex angle to 
within 2° 

� calculate vertically opposite angles and angles on a 
straight line 

� calculate and identify angles about a point 
� calculate missing angles using the unique properties of 

each quadrilateral 
 
 
Some students could be able to: 

� measure and draw an acute, obtuse and reflex angle to 
within 1° 

� prove that vertically opposite angles are equal 
� set up and solve an equation using vertically opposite 

and angles abut a point 
� prove the sum of the angles in a quadrilateral. 

 

7 & 8 

Angles in Parallel lines 
and Polygons 

� Recognise and 
calculate, alternate and 
interior angles in 
parallel lines 

� Recognise and 
calculate 
corresponding, 
alternate and interior 
angles in parallel lines 

� Recognise and apply 
the exterior angles 
property of polygons 

� Calculate an interior 
angle of regular and 
irregular polygons 

All students must be able to: 
� recognise and calculate alternate angles 
� recognise and calculate corresponding angles in parallel 

lines 
� recognise exterior angles of a polygon have a sum of 

360° 
� calculate an interior angle of a polygon when given its 

exterior angle 
� calculate an interior angle of a regular polygon 

Most students should be able to: 
� recognise and calculate alternate and interior angles 
� recognise corresponding, alternate and interior angles 

in parallel lines 
� calculate exterior angles of a polygon 
� able to calculate the sum of the interior angles in a 

regular polygon 

9 & 10 



 

� Apply the interior and 
exterior angle 
properties of polygons 

� apply the interior angle and exterior angle properties of 
polygons 

Some students could be able to: 
� combine interior and corresponding angle properties 

with other angle properties within a single problem 
� derive a proof of alternate, corresponding and interior 

angle properties 
� calculate the number of sides a regular polygon has 

when given an exterior angle 
� calculate the number of sides of a regular polygon 

when given an interior angle 
� derive and apply the formulae for interior and exterior 

angle of regular polygons 

Handling Data 
Probability � Calculate the likelihood 

of an event happening 
as a simplified fraction 

� Use probabilities and 
probability scale to 
compare the likelihood 
of events happening 

All students must be able to: 
� write the probability of a single event as a fraction 
� place probabilities written as keywords along a 

probability scale 
Most students should be able to: 

� write the probability of a single event as a simplified 
fraction 

� use probabilities and the probability scale to compare 
the likelihood of events happening 

Some students could be able to: 
� write the probability of multiple events as a simplified 

fraction 
� compare the probabilities of two events using 

equivalent fractions 
 

11 & 12 

End of Term Assessment and Feedback 12 (3 
lessons) 


